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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion 

 Based on analysis of morphology behavior in Snow White Short 

Story by Desideria Guiciardini focus on point simple, compound, 

complex words.simple word is a word that stands alone sign side by 

side with other words. while a compound is a word consisting of two 

different syllables that are fused to form a new word meaning, as well 

as a complex word consisting of more than two or three different 

words so that it makes a different meaning. Total of data objects are 

thirty five. Those data are taken from six chapters of the snow 

whiteshort story by Desideria Guicciardini, they are: First chapter 

have five data on simple (two data), Compound (one data), Complex 

(two data), second chapter is simple (one data), Complex (three data), 

third chapter simple (two data), Complex (three data), fourth chapter 

is simple (twoe data), Complex (four data), fifth chapter is simple 

(two data), complex (one data), sixth chapter is simple (seven data), 

Compound (one data), Complex (four data). 

 Then the analysis can be taken the implicit 

1. Identifying creation of simple, compound and complex word in 

the Snow White short story by  Desideria Guicciardini can be 

done by reading and analyzed the short story. 
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2. Classify and distinguish the simple word in short story are 

queen, blood, forest, bread, honey, palace, woman, magic, 

farmers, side, ebony, horse, prince. Compund word are 

snowflakes, and sunset, complex word arebesutiful, actually, 

jealousy, horrified, happily, quietly, badly, friendly, reflection, 

chattily, sparkly, careful, quickly, sprawled, youngest, 

astonishment, and overjoyed. 

3. The most dominant in simple word (46%) compound (6%) 

complex word (48%). 

 

B. Suggestion  

 In this research there are much lack that made by the writer both in 

the theory or the analysis, but the writer hopes that this research can 

help the readers to understand more about morphology especially about 

simple, compound, and complex word.  

1. For writers and the other researchers 

To comprehend the kind of Simple word Simple word only have 

one words formed from a single root, comprising of a single 

morphem, nothing added to it. Compound word divided into two 

classification without space. Considered to be a combination of 

independent words, and complex word which itself consists of the 

suffix and the base.These contain words that contain multiple 

morphemesmade up of two or more morphemes. 
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2. For readers 

To share and give the result of the study about morphology 

especially simple, compound, and complex words. Hopefully who 

have learning and interested in this field also reading short story 

and finding simple, compound and complex word. 

 

 


